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Fuzzy Digital Topology 
AZRIEL ROSENFELD 
Computer Science Center, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 
Topological relationships among parts of a digital picture, such as connected- 
ness and surroundedness, play an important role in picture analysis and 
description. This paper generalizes these concepts o fuzzy subsets, and develops 
some of their basic properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Geometrical properties of and relationships among parts of a digital picture 
play an important role in picture analysis and description (Rosenfeld and Kak, 
1976, Chap. 9). Conventionally, these properties and relationships are defined 
for subsets of the picture, extracted from it by segmentation processes of 
various types (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1976, Chap. 8). However, segmentation 
of a picture into subsets represents a strong commitment; in many cases, it 
would be preferable to weaken this commitment by "extracting" fuzzy subsets 
(see Section 2), rather than ordinary subsets, from the picture. If this is done, 
it becomes desirable to extend the concepts of digital picture geometry to. 
fuzzy subsets. This paper develops such an extension for the topological 
concepts of connectedness and surroundness (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1976,. 
Section 9.1), and develops ome of the basic properties of these generalized 
concepts. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this section we briefly review some of the basic concepts of digital topology 
and of fuzzy sets. 
Let 27 be a rectangular array of integer-coordinate points. Thus the point 
P ~ (x, y) of X has four horizontal and vertical neighbors, namely (x :k 1, y) 
and (x, y ± 1); and it also has four diagonal neighbors, namely (x 4- 1, y :k 1) 
and (x -t- 1, y ~ 1). We say that former points are 4-adjacent to, or 4-neighbors 
of, P; and we say that both types of neighbors are 8-adjacent to, or 8-neighbors 
of, P. Note that if P is on the border of 27, some of these neighbors may not 
exist. 
For all points P, Q of 27, by a path P from P to Q we mean a sequence of  
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points P = P0, P, ..... P~ = Q such that Pi is adjacent o Pi_,, 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Note that this is two definitions in one ("4-path" and "8-path"), depending 
on whether "adjacent" means "4-adjacent" or "8-adjacent." The same is 
true for many of the definitions that follow, but we usually do not mention this. 
Let S be any subset of X. We say that the points P, Q of Z are connected 
in S if there is a path from P to Q consisting entirely of points of S. Readily, 
"connected" is an equivalence relation: P is connected to P (by a path of 
length 0); if P is connected to Q, then Q is connected to P (the reversal of a 
path is a path); and if P is connected to Q and Q to R, then P is connected 
to R (the concatenation of two paths is a path). This relation partitions S 
into equivalence classes, which are maximal subsets Si of S such that every P, 
Q belonging to a given S~ are connected. These classes are called the (connected) 
components of S. 
Let S' = Z -  S be the complement of S. We assume, for simplicity, that 
the border points of Z are all in S'. Thus one component of S always contains 
the border B of Z. The other components, if any, are called holes in S. [It turns 
out that opposite types of connectedness (4- and 8-, or 8- and 4-) should be 
used for S and for S', in order for various algorithms to work properly; see 
Rosenfeld and Kak (1976, Section 9.1).] I f  S has no holes, it is called simply- 
connected. 
Let S and T be disjoint subsets of Z. We say that S surrounds T if any path 
from T to the border of 27 must meet S. Readily, "surrounds" is a strict order 
relation: If  S surrounds T, then T does not surround S; and if S surrounds T 
and T surrounds W, then S surrounds W. [3/lore generally, for any subsets 
U, V, W of 27, we say that V separates U from W if any path from U to W 
must meet V; thus S surrounds T if it separates T from the border B of 27.] 
In this paper we develop extensions of these concepts to fuzzy sets. We 
recall that a fuzzy subset of 2," is a function a: Z --~ [0, 1]. For any P E Z, the 
value a(P) is called the degree of membership of P in a. Note that an ordinary 
subset S of Z can be regarded as a fuzzy subset" for which the function takes 
on only the values 0 and 1, where points of S map into 1 and points of S into 0. 
[The function Xs: Z --~ {0, 1} that takes points of S into 1 and points of ~q 
into 0 is called the characteristic function of S.] The function 1 - -a ,  which 
takes each _P E Z into 1 -- a(P), is called the complement of a; evidently this 
is consistent with the nonfuzzy definition. We assume that for all points P 
on the border B of 27 we have a(P) ~- O. 
3. Fuzzy CONNECTEDNESS 
Let a be a fuzzy subset of Z, and let p: P = P0, P1 ,.-., P~ = Q be any 
path between two points of 27. We define the strength so(p) of p (with respect 
to a) as min0<i.< ~ a(Pi)--"a path is as strong as its weakest link." We define 
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the degree ofconnectedness of P and Q (with respect to a) as co(P, Q) ~ maxo s~(p), 
where the max is taken over all paths from P to Q. Thus 0 ~ s~(p) ~ 1 for 
all p, and 0 ~ c~(P, Q) ~ 1 for all P, Q. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all P, Q we have c~(P, P )= a(P) and co(P, Q) : 
~o(Q, P). 
Proof. P is on any path p from P to P; hence for any such path we have 
s~(o) = rain a(Pi) ~ a(P). On the other hand, P itself is a path of length 0 
from P to P, for which s~(p)= a(P); thus a(P)-= maxp so(p)~ co(P, P) 
The second part follows from the fact that the reversal of a path is a path, 
and reversal preserves path strength. | 
If a is into {0, 1}, let S = a-x(1) ~ {P [ P ~ 27 and a(P) = 1}; then s~(p) ~ 1 
iff p consists entirely of points of S, and c~(P, Q) = 1 iff P and Q are connected 
in S. Thus degree of connectedness generalizes the ordinary (nonfnzzy) concept 
of connectedness. Note that in general, co(P, Q) = 1 iff there exists a path 
from P to Q all of whose points are mapped into 1 by a (and in particular, 
a(P) = a(Q)= 1). For any set T__C_Z, we can define the degree of con- 
nectedness of T (with respect to a) as c~(T) ~ mine,o~T co(P, Q). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all P, Q we have co(P, Q) <~ min(a(P), a(Q)). 
Proof. For any path p:P=Po,P1  ..... P ,  = Q we have so(p)= 
min0<i~<  a(P~) ~ min(a(Po), a(P,)) ~- m in(a(P), a(Q)); hence the same is true 
for maxo so(p). | 
COROLLARY. For all T we have e~(T) ~ min~r a(P). 
It also follows from Proposition 3.2 that co(P, Q), regarded as a fuzzy relation 
on 27 (i.e., as a fuzzy subset of 27 × 27), is a fuzzy relation on the fuzzy set a 
in the sense defined in Rosenfeld (1975). 
We say that P and Q are connected in a if co(P, Q) --- min(a(P), a(Q)), so 
that co(P, Q) takes on its maximum possible value. [This is analogous to the 
definition of convexity for fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965): a is convex iff for all P, Q, 
and any point P'  on the straight line segment from P to Q, we have a(P') /> 
min(~(P), ~(Q)); in our definition, P'  is allowed to be on the stronges t path 
from P to Q, rather than on the straight line segment.] 
PROPOSITION 3.3. P and Q are connected in a iff there exists a path p': P -~ 
Po , 1'1 ...... P~ = Q such that a(P~) ~> min(a(P), a(Q)), 1 <~ i < n. 
Proof. If there exists such a path p', we have co(P, Q) -~ maxo s~(p) >/ 
s~(p') ~ mini a(Pi) ~ mini(a(P), u(Q)), so that co(P, Q) -~ min(a(P), a(Q)) by 
Proposition 3.2. Conversely, if P and Q are connected in ¢, let p' be a path 
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for which so(p')= maxos~(p)= co(P, Q)~-min(a(P), a(9)); then for all Pi 
on p' we have a(Pi) >~ mini a(Pi) = so(p'). | 
Here again, if a(P) = a(Q) = 1, P and Q are connected iff there exists 
a path from P to ~ such that, for any point P' of ¢, we have a(P') = 1. Thus 
if a is into {0, 1}, and S = a-i(1), two points P, ~ of S are connected in a 
iff they are connected in S. Note, however, that points can be connected in 
without being connected in S; in fact, if ¢(P) = 0, P is connected in a to 
any Q--though, of course, its degree of connectedness to ~ is zero. 
The remarks in the preceding paragraph indicate that "connected in a" 
is a generalization of "connected in S" only in some respects, but not in others. 
In fact, C~ ~ {(P, ~) ] P, Q are connected in a} is not in general, an equivalence 
relation, as we see from 
PROPOSITION 3.4. C~ is reflexive and symmetric, but not necessarily transitive. 
Proof. For all P we have c~(P, P) = or(P) = min(a(P), a(P)); and symmetry 
is clear, since c o and min(a(P), a(Q)) are both symmetric. On the other hand, 
let Z be the l-by-3 array P, Q, R, and let ~(P) = or(R) ~ i, or(Q) ~ 1; then 
(P, Q) and (Q, R) are connected in a, but P and R are not. | 
Nevertheless, Co is a useful relation on Z, as we show in the next section. 
For any set T C 27, we call T connected with respect o a if all P, Q in T are 
connected in a. 
4. Fuzzy COMPONENTS 
Although Co is not an equivalence relation, we can still define a notion of 
"connected component" with respect o a. Specifically, our definition is based 
on the concept of a "plateau" in a. As we show, this definition has many 
properties in common with the standard one, even though the components 
do not constitute a partition. 
4.1. Plateaus, Tops, and Bottoms 
By a plateau in a we mean a maximal connected subset of Z on which 
has constant value. In other words, /1 C Z is a plateau iff 
(a) /1 is connected; 
(b) a(P) = a(Q) for all P, Q in H; 
(c) a(P) 4: a(~) for all pairs of neighboring points P E H, Q ¢/7. 
Clearly any P ~ Z belongs to exactly one plateau. 
We call the plateau H a top if its o- value is a local maximum, i.e., if a(P) > 
643/4o/r-6 
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a(Q) for all pairs of neighboring points P ~/7, Q ~/7. Similarly, we call H 
a bottom if its value is a local minimum. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. /7 is a plateau in a iff it is a plateau in 1 -- a. /7 is a bottom 
in ~ iff it is a top in 1 -- a, and vice versa. | 
In the nonfuzzy case, the plateaus are just the connected components of S 
and of S. In fact, if S :/= 2~, the tops are just the components of S, and the 
bottoms are the components of S; every plateau is either a top or a bottom. 
Thus we can regard tops and bottoms as generalizations of connected com- 
ponents. In the remainder of this section,/7 is a top, and we assume that the 
points P ~/7  have a(P) > 0 (otherwise, /7 must be all of 27). 
4.2. Sets Associated with a Top 
With arLy top / - /we  can associate three sets of points, defined as follows: 
A~ -= {P ~ 27 ] There exists a path P = P0, P1 ,..., P~ = Q ~/7  such 
that a(P i -0 ~< (r(Pi), 1 ~< i ~< n}. 
Ba = {P ~ 27 [ There exists a path P = P0,/)1 ,..., P~ = Q e /7  such 
that a(P) <~ a(P~) <~ a(Q), 1 <~ i <~ n}. 
C~ = {P ~ 27 ] There exists a path P = P0, P1 .... , P~ = Q e /7  such 
that cr(P) ~< a(P~), 1 <~ i ~< n}. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. /7_C A ,  _C B~ _C C , .  I 
By these definitions, P is in Aa iff there is a monotonically nondecreasing 
path from P to /7 ;  thus there cannot be a local minimum between P and H. 
Similarly, if P is in B~, there cannot be a peak higher than/7 between P and/7. 
The sets P~ , B~, and C~ need not be connected in the ordinary sense (though 
C~ is connected in the a sense; see Theorem 4.4). Note also that all points 
whose a values are sufficiently low will be in C~, e.g., if a(P) = 0, P is in C~ 
for all/7. On the other hand, as we show next (Proposition 4.3), points whose 
values are higher than g(H) (the common a value of the points in /7 )  cannot 
be in C~ ; indeed, if P is in C a and or(P) >/a(/7),  we must have P ~/7. 
The points adjacent o a top /7  are evidently in A~. Note also that two tops 
can never be adjacent to one another. (Proof: I f  they have the same height, 
they are a single top; if they have different heights, the shorter one cannot 
be a top.) 
4.3. Tops and Connectedness 
PROPOSITION 4.3. I f  P e C~ and P ~ H, then a(P) < ~(/7). 
Proof. I f  ~(P) ~> ~(/7), then P ~ Ca implies that there exists a path p from 
P to H such that, for all Pi on p, we have ~(Pi) >/e (P )  ~> ~(/7). But if P 6/7,  
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p must pass through a point Q that is adjacent to 11 but not in H; and for any 
such Q we have a(Q) < a(H), contradiction. |
THEOREM 4.4. C~ is the set of points of 27 that are connected to points of H. 
Proof. Let P be connected to Q ~ H, so that by Proposition 3.3 there exists 
a path p from P to Q such that, for all P~ on p, we have a(P~) ~ min(a(P), a(Q)). 
If a(P) > a(Q), we have P ~ 11, and a(Pi) ~ a(Q) for all Pi on p; but by the 
proof of Proposition 4.3, this is impossible, since p must pass through a point 
Q' adjacent to 11 but not in 11, and for such a point we must have a(Q') ~ a(17). 
Hence a(P) ~ a(Q), and a(Pi) ~ a(P) for all Pi on p, so that P ~ C~. 
Conversely, if P 6 C~, then a(P) ~ a(11) by Proposition 4.3. Hence there 
exists a path p from P to a point Q of 11 such that, for all P~ on p, we have 
~r(Pi) ~ a(P) ~- min(a(P), a(Q)), which makes P connected to Q by Proposi- 
tion 3.3. | 
THEOREM 4.5. For any P there exists a top 1I such that P ~ A n . 
Proof. Let P be in the plateau H 0 ; in other words, let H 0 be the connected 
component of points having value a(P) that contains P. If 110 is a top, we have 
P E 17 o _C A%, and we are done. If not, let/)1 be a neighbor of H 0 such that 
v(P1) ~ a(P0); thus we have a monotonically nondecreasing path from Po 
to Px (going through H o up to a neighbor of P1). Repeat his argument with 
P1 replacing P, and continue in this way to obtain/).2, Pz ..... This process 
must terminate, say at P~, since 27 is finite. Then H~ is a top, and we have 
a monotonic nondecreasing path from P to P~, so that P ~ A~.  | 
THEOREL 4.6. For any two distinct ops 17, H' we have H' ~ C~ : 25. 
Proof. Suppose we had P~H'n  C~; then there would exist a path p 
from P to H such that, for any point Pi on p, we have a(P) ~ a(Pi). But for 
a point Pi adjacent to H '  but not in 17 we must have a(Pi) < a(17') : a(P), 
contradiction. |
These two theorems how that the tops /7' and their connected "com- 
ponents" C~ (see Theorem 4.4) have partition-like properties: Any point 
belongs to some top in a strong sense (P e £/~), and afortiori in a weak sense 
(AT _C C~); but no top can belong to another top even in a weak sense (H' n 
C~ : ;~). These remarks are further supported by the following. 
THEOREM 4.7. P and Q are connected iff there exists a top 17 such that P 
and Q are both in C, .  
Proof. If P, Q are in C~, there are paths Pl, P2 from P and Q (respectively) 
to 17 such that for all Pi on Pl we have a(Pi) ~ a(P), and for all Qi on p2 we 
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have a(Qi) >/a(Q). Thus we have a path pip~ I from P to Q, and for all points 
R on this path we have ¢(R) >/min(¢(P), ¢(Q)), which makes P connected 
to Q by Proposition 3.3. 
Conversely, let P and Q be connected, let a(P) ~< a(Q) (say), and let p' 
be a monotonic nondecreasing path from Q to some top /7  (see Theorem 4.5). 
Thus Q E A~ _C C~. On the other hand, by Proposition 4.3 there is a path p 
from P to Q such that for all P~ on p we have u(P~) ~> min(a(P), a(Q)) = a(P), 
and we already know that for all Q~ on O' we have a(Qi) >/a(Q) >~ a(P). 
Thus the path pp' from P to H guarantees that P e C~. | 
COROLLARY. ~ is connected with respect o a iff there exists a unique top in ~. 
Proof. Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. | 
Results analogous to those for tops also hold for bottoms, since they are 
just tops with respect to 1 - -e .  In particular, the connected component of 
points having a = 0 that contains the border B of 27 is a bottom, which we 
can think of as the "background component" of 1 - -  e; while all other bottoms 
can be regarded as "holes in m" I f  a has no holes, we call it simply-connected. 
4.4. Membership in a Component 
For any top /7, we can define a fuzzy subset % of 27 whose membership 
function is given by 
~.(P) = (,(P)/~(//), if P~C,~, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Note that by Proposition 4.3, %(P) = I iff P ~ H. 
An alternative method of defining membership in the component defined 
by /7  is as followsl: 
cr'(P) = 1 - -  rain ] cr(P~) --  a(P¢_~)I/a(/7 , if P ~ C,~, 
p i=1 
= 0 otherwise, 
where the minimum is taken over all paths p from P to a point of H. It is not 
hard to show that if a(P) ~< a(H) (as is the case for P e C,~), the sum is minimized 
by a monotonic path, for which it has the value [a (H) -  a(P) ] ) (H) .  Thus 
if P e A , ,  we have ~'(P) = 1 --  [a(H) --  a(P)]/a(H) = c,(P)/a(FI) = a,~(P). 
I f  no monotonic path exists, the minimum value of the sum must be greater 
than [a(H) --  a(P)]/a(H), so that if P ~ AT, we have a'(P) < a~(P). In any 
case, we still have a'=(P) = 1 iff P E H. 
1 In  this definit ion, the notat ion [x] + means  x if x > 0; 0 if x < 0. 
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5. FUZZY SURROUNDEDNESS 
Let a, r, v be fuzzy subsets of 27. We say that 7 separates ~ from v if for all 
points P, R in X, and all paths p from P to R, there exists a point Q on p such 
that r(Q) ~ min(a(P), v(R)). In particular, we say that 7 surrounds ~ if it separates 
from the border B of X. [Since B is a nonfuzzy subset, this definition requires 
nothing if R q~ B, since v(R) is then 0. Thus the definition of surroundedness 
reduces to: For all P~Z and all paths p from P to B, there exists a point Q 
on p such that r(Q) ~ a(P). Note that a(P) = min(a(P), v(R)), since v(R) = 1 
for R E B.] 
I f  a, r, v are nonfuzzy subsets S, T, U, these definitions reduce to the ordinary 
ones given in Section 2. Indeed, we need only consider the case where P ~ S 
and R ~ U, since otherwise the min is zero. The definition of separatedness 
thus reduces to: T separates S from U if for all P E S and R e U, and all paths p 
from P to R, there exists a point Q on p such that Q ~ T. 
In Section 2 we defined "surrounds" only for disjoint sets, and pointed 
out that it is antisymmetric and transitive (and irreflexive, since no nonempty 
set is disjoint from itself). For nondisjoint sets, the situation is more com- 
plicated, since two sets can surround one another without being the same 
--e.g., in 
XXX 
XSX 
XlX 
XXX 
if s ~ S, t ~ T, and the xs are in S n T, then S and T surround each other. 
However, it can be shown that if S and T surround each other, then S n T 
must surround both of them (which is impossible for disjoint nonempty sets, 
since ~ can only surround ~).  Analogously, in the fuzzy case we can prove 
THEOREM 5.1. "Surrounds" is a weak partial order relation--in other words, 
for all or, r, v, we have 
(a) Reflexivity: ~ surrounds ~. 
(b) "Antisymmetry": I f  ~ and r surround each other, then ~ ^  r surrounds 
both of them (where ^  means "min"). 
(c) Transitivity: I f  ~ surrounds r and r surrounds v, then ~ surrounds v. 
Proof. Reflexivity is obvious, since we can take Q ~ P. Transitivity is 
straightforward: Given any P ~ 2: and any path p from P to B, there is a point Q 
on p such that r(Q) ~ v(P), since r surrounds v. Moreover, on the part of p 
between Q and B there is a point R such that ~(R) ~ r(Q), since ~ surrounds r. 
To prove "antisymmetry," let p be any path from P to B, and let Q be the 
last point on p such that r(Q) ~ ~(P). Since ~ surrounds r, there must be a 
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point Q' on p beyond Q (or possibly Q itself) such that a(Q') >/r(Q). Since 
r surrounds a, there must also be a point Q" on p beyond (or equal to) Q' such 
that , (Q")/> a(Q') >/. or(P). By our choice of Q, this implies that Q = Q' = Q", 
so that e(Q) ^  r(Q) >/a(P).  Since P was arbitrary, we have thus proved that 
a ^ • surrounds a; and similarly it surrounds r. [Note that we have a(Q) = ,(Q), 
so that the fuzzy set % ~ r," having value a(P) when a(P) = r(P), and 0 other- 
wise, actually surrounds a and r.] I 
i For any a, and any 0 ~ t ~< 1, let at be the set {P e 27 1 a(P) >~ t}, 
PROPOSITION 5.2. I f  a surrounds % then for any t, at surrounds -q. I 
6. COMPONENTS, HOLES, AND SURROUNDEDNESS 
In ordinary digital topology, if a component of S and a component of ~q 
are adjacent, then one of them surrounds the other. This is certainly not true 
about the tops and bottoms of a 
membership values 
.5 .5 1 .5 
1 0 0 .5 
.5 0 0 i 
.5 1 .5 .5 
fuzzy subset. For example, in the array of 
the ls are all adjacent o the 0s, but the 0s are not surrounded by any one 
0f~these components. 
Nevertheless, we can establish some relationships between surroundedness 
for tops or bottoms and surroundedness for the corresponding components. 
In fact, by Proposition 5.2, if a, surrounds a , , ,  then 17 must surround 17', 
since 17 = (a,) 1 is just the set of points for which a~ has value (/>)1, and similarly 
for 17'. Moreover, 17 must even surround A~,, since we cannot have a monotonic 
path from a point outside/7 to a point (of H ' )  inside H; the path must go both 
up and down when it enters and leaves 17. On the other hand, if 17 is a top 
and 17' is a bottom (or vice versa), and P is outside 17, suppos e that P were 
in both C# and C~,. Then we would have a(II') < a(P) < a(II), and there 
would be a path from P to 17' that had a values below ~(P); but this is impossible, 
since the path must cross 17. We have thus proved 
{ 
TI-IEOREM 6.1. Let 17 be a top, 17' a bottom, and let a# surround a~,. Then 
H surrounds A~, D 17', while outside 17 we have C~ n C~, = ~.  I 
: COROLLARY. If 17 is simply-connected, ~ cannot surround any ~, .  
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We have seen in the proof of Theorem 6.1 that if/IT and H'  are tops, and 
/-/surrounds H', it also surrounds A~, . Analogously, we can prove 
THEOREM 6.2. I f  H and II' are tops, and A,~ surrounds 1-1', it also surrounds A~,. 
Proof. Suppose P ~ A~, were not surrounded by A~, so that in particular 
P ¢ A~. Let p be a monotonic path from P to /7'; then p meets An, since 
otherwise we could get from H '  to B (first using p-1 to get to P) without crossing 
_d r . Let p meet .d~ at the point Q; then there is a monotonic path from P 
to H (use p up to Q, then take a monotonic path from Q to II), so that P E A~, 
contradiction. |
We can also prove 
THEOREM 6.3. I f  a point P is surrounded by a union U Hi of tops, it is sur- 
rounded by one of them. 
Pro@ If P is in one of the Hi, that H~ surrounds it; hence we may suppose 
that P is not in any of the H, .  Each Hi is a connected set, and P is contained 
in its complement Hi • This complement consists of a background component 
(containing the border B of 2J), and possibly other components which are 
holes in H i . If P is contained in a hole, then H~ surrounds it, and we are done. 
Otherwise, P is in the background component of Hi • If a path p from P to B 
meet/7 i , we can divert p to pass through points adjacent o H i ; and none 
of these points can be in any other Hj,  by the remarks at the end of Section 4.2. 
Hence points in Hi can be eliminated from p, and this is true for any i, so that 
we can find a p that does not meet any of the F/is , contradicting the assumption 
that [,J Hi surrounds P. | 
More generally, suppose that a connected set C is surrounded by (3 Hi.  
We can assume that without loss of generality that no two His surround one 
another. Suppose C meets more than one of the His, say Hj and H~. Since 
//~ is in the background component of /~j ,  and C is connected, there must 
exist a point Q E C adjacent to Hj and in the background component of/~tj. 
Q is not in any Hi,  since tops cannot be adjacent. Moreover, since no Hi =/= H~ 
surrounds H~, there is a path from Q to B (through//j) that does not meet 
any /Z i =/= Hi .  Thus no H~ surrounds Q, and neither does H~ ; it follows 
by Theorem 6.3 that U Hi does not surround Q, contradicting the fact that 
Q ~ C. Thus C can meet at most one of the His, say Hj ; and by the argument 
just given, no point of C can be in the background component of/Tj (since 
there would then be such a point Q adjacent to Hj ,  which would lead to the 
same contradiction). Hence C is contained in the union of H~ and its holes, 
so that H~. surrounds it. We have thus proved 
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THEOREM 6.4. I f  a connected set is surrounded by a union of tops, it is sur- 
rounded by one of them. | 
In particular, if a top or bottom is surrounded by a union of tops (or bottoms), 
it is surrounded by one of them. On the other hand, a union of tops and bottoms 
can nontrivially surround a point (without it being surrounded by any one 
of them), since tops and bottoms can be mutually adjacent. 
7. COMPONENT COUNTING; THE GENUS 
We can define the number of components of a as simply the number of its 
tops. It  is straightforward to define a "one-pass" algorithm that counts these 
tops. We scan X row by row and assign distinct labels to each plateau/7. At 
the same time, we note for each label the existence of neighbors (not in /7) 
that have higher and lower ~ values. After the scan, we determine all the 
equivalence classes of neighbors that were found to belong to the same plateau. 
I f  all the labels in a given class had only neighbors with lower a values, the 
corresponding plateau is a top; and similarly for bottoms. 
We can also define the genus of a as the number of its tops minus the number 
of its bottoms (excluding the border B of 27). Evidently this too can be com- 
puted in a single pass, by counting both the tops and the bottoms. On the 
other hand, it is not clear whether, as in the nonfuzzy case, the genus can be 
computed by taking a linear combination of local property values summed 
over X. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has developed a collection of properties of "connectedness" 
and "surroundedness" with respect to fuzzy subsets of an array of lattice 
points. These results generalize some of the standard results about ordinary 
subsets, which makes them interesting from the standpoint of fuzzy set theory. 
At the same time, they should also be of some practical interest in connection 
with digital picture segmentation, for reasons that we now indicate. 
Let f  be a digital picture defined on the array 27. I f  we normalize the grayscale 
o f f  to the interval [0, 1], thenf  defines a fuzzy subset af of 27, where the member-  
ship of P in a I is just f(P). I f f  contains dark objects on a light background, 
or vice versa, we can attempt o segment it by thresholding, so that the objects 
become (say) connected components of above-threshold points. On the other 
hand, if we want to avoid commitment to a particular threshold, we can still 
talk about the objects in terms of peaks in af .  Note that for any top/7,  there 
exists a threshold (namely, a1(/7)) which yields exact ly / - /as  connected com- 
ponent of above-threshold points. Moreover, P is in C~ iff thresholding at 
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af(P) puts P into the same connected component as /7. Thus our theory of 
fuzzy components can be regarded as a generalized theory of "thresholdable 
connected objects" in digital pictures that does not require choosing a specific 
threshold. 
I f  the objects in f have smooth profiles, so that each object contains only 
one top, we can count objects by simply counting tops, as described in Section 7. 
I f f  is noisy, there will be many "local tops" that do not correspond to significant 
objects; but such tops would presumably be "dominated by" other tops (e.g., 
we might say that /7  dominates/7'  if A~ surrounds As' ; see Theorem 6.2), 
or would be small and could be discarded on grounds of size. 
The foregoing remarks indicate how the ideas in this paper should be usefui 
in developing methods of defining and counting objects in unsegmented digital 
pictures. A top /7  can be regarded as the "core" of an object, and the A, B, C 
sets associated with H can be regarded as "belonging to" that object in various 
senses. In this paper we have established some interesting properties of these 
sets which should be conceptually helpful in working with them. 
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